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1.0 Introduction 
Purpose of the report is to comply with the requirements of application B5 and set a baseline of 
information for the future surrender of the permit on completion of the project.  

2.0 Site Setting 

2.1 Site location 

The Elswick Production Facility is located approximately 500m south-west of Roseacre Road, between 
the villages of Elswick and Roseacre in Lancashire. The site is approximately 1.4km south of the village 
of Elswick and approximately 1.2km west of the village of Roseacre. The site is centred on national grid 
reference SD 42312 36990 and is at an elevation of approximately 15m above ordnance datum (AOD). 

The site is located in a rural area surrounded by arable farmland. The local topography is flat and low 
lying. Saswick House is present approximately 400m to the east of the site. 

The site location is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Elswick Production Facility Location 

 

2.2 Site description 

The site comprises: 

• A single well producing natural gas; 
• Bunded area containing pressure let down and gas separation facility and flow back tank; 
• Building containing a suspended gas engine and generator to combust the gas and 

generate electrical power; 
• On-site transformer to step generator voltage, via HV switchgear, to the required export 

voltage of 6.6 kV; and 
• Personnel welfare/office facilities. 
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The site layout is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Elswick Production Facility Layout 

 

 

The site is square and occupies an area of approximately 1.2ha. The site is surrounded by 
approximately 2.5m high earth bunds which run along the perimeter of the site. The remainder of the 
site comprises a combination of gravelled, concrete surfaced and grassed areas with a single storey 
building housing a generator. 

Access to the site is via a stone surfaced access track from Roseacre Road which enters the site 
through a gap in the earth bunds in the north-western corner of the site. 

There is no formal drainage system for the site outside of the concrete and masonry bunded area. 
Rainwater soaks away through the gravelled and grassed areas of the site. 

The generator is mounted on a concrete slab within the generator building which is located in the 
northwestern corner of the site. 

Two transformers are located adjacent to the generator building on small concrete plinths. 

The separator and produced water tank are located outside the building, in a bunded area with a 
concrete base and masonry surrounds. Water collecting in the bunded area drains to a sump at the 
centre of the concrete and masonry bunded area. Water collecting in this sump was historically pumped 
out and disposed of using a submersible pump. 
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Concrete foundations for a flare stack, approximately 0.5m across and smaller pads for a pipeline to 
the flare stack are present at the south of the site. A flare stack was not constructed in this location and 
was located on a grassed area of the site. The condition of the foundation is weathered with vegetation 
overgrowing the plinth.  

2.3 Site history 

The site has historically supplied electricity to the local district network using a generator powered by 
gas from a single well. 

The well was “shut in” in 2014 and has not produced since that date. The well integrity and surface 
facility has been monitored during the period of inactivity. 

A summary of previous land uses at the site has been determined from Ordnance Survey maps provided 
within the Landmark Envirocheck report [1], and summarised below. 

Each map presents information applicable at the time of the survey and is subject to surveying and 
cartographic errors and/or advances. Revisions to maps are made at irregular intervals and it is possible 
that some developments may have taken place within the area under consideration that have not been 
revealed by the maps. 

The following table summarises the historical land use on the site and within 500m of the site. 

Table 1: Previous Land Use at the Site 

Map Year Land use on site Land use in vicinity of site 

1847 Undeveloped fields Primarily undeveloped fields with small 
depressions marked in the local area including 
within 100m of the site. These may be small 
clay pits Saswick House is marked 
approximately 400m east of the site 

1892-1893 No significant change No significant change 

1895 No significant change No significant change 

1911-1912 No significant change No significant change 

1912-1913 No significant change No significant change 

1955 No significant change No significant change 

1961 No significant change The shallow depressions are marked as ponds 

1967 No significant change No significant change 

1990 No significant change No significant change 

1994 1993 well drilled and the 
current gravelled areas are 

No significant change 
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Map Year Land use on site Land use in vicinity of site 

marked on the site, the 
access road has been 
constructed  

 

2001 Buildings/containers are 
located on site 

 

2006 No significant change No significant change 

2019 Site labelled as a “Power 
Station Pipeline”  

No significant change 

 

3.0 Environmental Setting 

3.1 Geology 

3.1.1 Drift Geology 

A review of BGS 1:50,000 scale mapping [2] has been carried out. The BGS mapping indicates that the 
site is underlain by Diamicton. Diamicton typically comprises poorly sorted sediments with a wide range 
of clast sizes. Nearby historic borehole logs approximately 1.3km east of the site (BGS reference 
SD43NW26 and SD43NW22) generally describe the superficial deposits as sandy, silty clay [2]. These 
deposits are expected to be of low permeability. The well completion report [3] indicates that the top of 
the bedrock is at a depth of approximately 4.1m. 

The BGS 1:50,000 scale mapping indicates that outcrops of peat are present approximately 150m 
northwest and approximately 160m south-west of the site. Small areas of glaciofluvial deposits are 
mapped approximately 160m north-west of the site. 

3.1.2 Solid geology 

The 1:50,000 scale BGS mapping of the area [2] indicates that the Singleton Mudstone Member of 
the Sidmouth Mudstone Formation subcrops beneath the superficial deposits at the site. 

The stratigraphy at the site is summarised as follows, based on the geological completion report for 
the site [3]: 

• Sherwood Sandstone Group – to 637 m depth; 

• Sherwood Sandstone Group Silicified Zone - to 846 m depth 

• Manchester Marls Formation (Cumbrian Coast Group)- to 1039 m depth 

• Collyhurst Sandstone Formation (Appleby Group) – to 1597 m depth 

• Carboniferous* - base of borehole at 1,617 m 

The full thickness of the Carboniferous strata was not penetrated by the Elswick borehole and it is 
unclear whether the siltstone encountered forms part of the base of the Coal Measures Supergroup or 
the underlying Millstone Grit Group. The Pennine Lower Coal Measures Formation typically comprises 
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“Interbedded grey mudstone, siltstone and pale grey sandstone” [2]. The Millstone Grit Group is typically 
a series of “fine to very coarse-grained feldspathic sandstones, interbedded with grey siltstones and 
mudstones, with subordinate marine shaley mudstone, claystone, coals and seatearths” [2]. 

The Millstone Grit Group is underlain by the Bowland Shale Formation which forms the upper part of 
the Craven Group [2]. 

3.1.3 Structural geology 

The BGS 1:50,000 scale mapping of the area [2] indicates that the bedrock dips to the westnorth west 
at the site itself. 

The site is located between the inferred subcrop of two unnamed faults that strike north-north-west. The 
Thistleton Fault subcrops approximately 2.5km to the west of the site and the Woodsford Fault subcrops 
approximately 4km east of the site. The Thistleton Fault strikes north-north-east and the Woodsford 
fault strikes south-south-west. These two major faults are both normally faulted and bound the eastern 
and western sides of the Elswick Graben. The Elswick borehole is drilled through the Elswick Dome, a 
dome shaped structure within the Elswick Graben [4]. 

Seismic surveys carried out in the local area indicate that the Thistleton fault extends beneath, but does 
not intersect the Elswick production well. 

3.1.4 Presence of anhydrite at depth 

The Elswick geological completion report indicates that anhydrite and halite are present within the 
Manchester Marls Formation at a depth of 846 to 1,039m below ground level (BGL). 

3.1.5 Coal mining 

The site is not located within a coal mining reporting area [5]. 

3.2 Hydrogeology 

3.2.1 Superficial (shallow) aquifers 

The superficial deposits at the site location are classified as unproductive strata. The peat and 
glaciofluvial deposits located approximately 150m from the site are classified as Secondary A aquifers 
[1]. 

3.2.2 Bedrock (deep) aquifers 

The Mercia Mudstone Group which subcrops beneath the superficial deposits at the site is classified as 
a Secondary B aquifer [1] and may be exploited locally for water supply. The Sherwood Sandstone 
Group which underlies the Mercia Mudstone Group is generally classified as a Principal aquifer and is 
extensively used for water supply elsewhere in the region. The Sherwood Sandstone Group is not 
exploited locally due to its depth; over 300m BGL. 

Cuadrilla Elswick Ltd has analysed water quality data from the Environment Agency’s observation 
borehole at Kirkham (NGR 343270 432480) located approximately 4.5km south of the site. The data 
relates to a single set of water samples taken on 10 October 2013. The data indicates that the 
groundwater within the Sherwood Sandstone Group at this location is highly saline and unsuitable for 
water supply. 
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3.2.3 Groundwater source protection zones 

The site is not located within 1km of a groundwater source protection zone [1]. 

3.3 Groundwater Abstractions 

No licensed groundwater abstractions have been identified within 1km of the site [1]. 

No BGS water wells have been identified within 1km of the site [2]. 

3.4 Surface Water Features 

The Scholar Brook flows from south-east to north-west approximately 300m south-west of the site. A 
tributary of the Scholar Brook flows from north-east to south-west approximately 280m north-west of 
the site and joins the Scholar Brook approximately 370m south-west of the site. A minor drain flowing 
southwest to the Scholar Brook is present approximately 200m south of the site. The Scholar Brook 
flows northwards and becomes known as the Thistleton Brook at its confluence with the Medlar Brook. 
The Thistleton Brook eventually joins the River Wyre at Little Eccleston approximately 4km north of the 
site. 

Several large ponds are present in the surrounding area reflecting the low permeability of the superficial 
deposits in the area.  

3.5 Hydrology (flooding) 
The site is located within flood zone 3. A flood risk assessment was submitted with the planning 
application in 2020. The FRA is available with the planning submission to Lancashire County Council 
[8].  

3.6 Landfill and Waste 

No landfill sites have been identified within 1km of the site [1]. 

A former licensed waste management facility; Fox Brothers Elswick Limited, was located approximately 
900m north of the site. The site’s waste licences have recently been surrendered [1]. 

3.7 Mining and Quarrying 

One active former mineral resources site has been identified within 1km of the site. Two disused clay 
pits are located approximately 660m and approximately 970m south of the site [1]. 

3.8 Designated Environmentally Sensitive Sites 

3.8.1 SSSI 

No sites of special scientific interest have been identified within 1km of the site [1]. 

3.8.2 Local nature reserves 

No local nature reserves have been identified within 1km of the site [1]. 

3.8.3 Areas of outstanding natural beauty 

No areas of outstanding natural beauty have been identified within 1km of the site [1]. 
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3.8.4 Ancient woodland 

No areas of Ancient Woodland have been identified within 1km of the site [6]. 

 

4.0 Pollution History 

4.1 Historical Pollution Incidents 

The Landmark report [1] details two local pollution incidents in the vicinity of the site. These are both 
related to farm drainage into the Thistleton Brook. 

Details of the incidents are given below: 

Table 2: Historical Pollution Incidents in the Vicinity of the Site 

Details Incident 1 Incident 2 

Property Type Farm Drainage Farm Drainage 

Pollutant 
Agricultural: Yard Run Off 
(Dirty Water) Silage Liquor 

Note Tributary Thistleton Bk Thistleton Brook 

Incident Date 3rd March 1993 22nd October 1993 

Receiving Water Not given Wyre 

Cause of Incident Unknown Unknown 

Incident Severity 
Category 2 - Significant 
Incident 

Category 2 - Significant 
Incident 

Distance from site 364m 956m 

No other pollution incidents are identified in the Landmark report [1]. 

4.2 Historical Land-Uses and Associated Contaminants  
As shown by the site history details in section 2.3, the only historical land use that involved potential 
contaminants, is the use of the site as a generating station between 2006 and 2013. 

Contamination risks at the site during this time have been assessed to be very low to moderate [7]. 
There are no recorded pollution incidents and no known areas of contamination at the site. 

A summary of the contaminated land risk assessment is given in section 4.7. 

4.3 Visual/Olfactory evidence of existing contamination 
There is no visual/ olfactory evidence of existing contamination at the site. 

4.4 Pollution Prevention Measures  
As noted previously, the separator and flowback tank are located within a bunded area which would 
historically have prevented migration of potentially contaminated fluids to the underlying ground. 
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The bunded area require upgrading to modern standards as outlined in the waste management plan 
(ELS-Permit-006). However, the separator and flowback tank are currently empty therefore there is no 
contamination source. 

The generator is mounted on a concrete slab within the generator building. Drip trays are present 
beneath the generator. 

4.5 Evidence of historic contamination 
There is no evidence of historic contamination of the site [7]. 

4.6 Baseline soil and groundwater reference data 
Historical baseline data is unavailable for the site before the start of drilling operations and pad 
installation. Cuadrilla will take a series of soil samples before the start of this phase of operation. This 
data will provide a benchmark to assess the future permit surrender.  

4.7 Contaminated Land Risk Assessment 
A contaminated land risk assessment has been undertaken [7]. The conclusions to this assessment are 
summarised below. 

Based upon the data reviewed, including the site history and a walkover survey, potential sources of 
contamination have been identified at the site. The potential on site sources include leaks and spills 
associated with the site’s historic use for gas extraction, and electricity generation and the on-site gas 
well. 

Risks to groundwater in the Mercia Mudstone Group are considered to be moderate if the bunded area 
of the site where the produced water tank is located is not upgraded. Risks to the underlying Sherwood 
Sandstone Group are considered to be low due to the significant thickness of Mercia Mudstone Group 
deposits overlying the Sherwood Sandstone Group. 

Other potential sources of contamination include leaks and spills during maintenance work but 
considering the low permeability of the underlying superficial deposits, this is unlikely to present a 
significant risk to underlying groundwater in the Mercia Mudstone and/or Sherwood Sandstone.  

Risks to surface water are considered to be low as, with the exception of the site entrance the site is 
surrounded by earth bunds and the absence of hardstanding allows rainfall to infiltrate across the site. 
The low permeability of the underlying deposits means that the Scholar Brook is unlikely to be at risk 
from contamination as a result of the migration of contaminants through groundwater. 

It is considered unlikely that maintenance staff would come in to contact with contaminated soils or 
groundwater and, as such, the risks to site maintenance staff are considered to be low. 

The risk of natural gas contamination of shallow strata is considered to be low as the gas well is lined 
with two sets of casing through these strata and consequently, a leak is considered unlikely. 
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